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On SOA Methodology

It seems to me that our interest in methodology is quite transitory. Methodology 
is almost like a new fashion that we adopt briefly and then discard as being 
passé. Over the years there have been many methodologies that at the time 
were very widely embraced and enabled big advances in practice. Remember 
SSADM, Yourdon, Information Engineering, Object Orientation, Component 
Based Development, RAD, XP and RUP? But the juxtaposition of heavy weight 
methods like IE and OO together with lighter weight methods such as RAD and 
XP speaks volumes. It suggests that after disappointment the pendulum swings 
wildly to the other extreme, and then back again. And we know from continuing 
industry surveys that project delivery success rates continue to be less than 
perfect.

But while the pendulum clearly swings, it doesn’t represent a complete 
replacement of prior methodology. We can see evidence of all of the above 
mentioned methods in use today, both specific techniques that have survived 
such as domain analysis from IE, and core method concepts used in a narrower 
domain such as OOD. What’s happening is a Darwinian based evolutionary 
process in which individuals, organizations and the tools vendors develop a 
better understanding of the requirement. One outcome of this is a stronger focus 
(by users and vendors) on process and project management in the pursuit of 
repeatability and cost control, with a more flexible approach to techniques that 
is driven by circumstances.

The next swing of the pendulum is already starting to happen – with the move 
to SOA based methodologies. Regular readers will know that CBDI has been 
developing SOA based methods for the last few years, and recently we saw IBM 
announce their SOMA methodology. Others can be expected shortly.

The SOA based methodology will fit the pattern discussed above with some 
important differences. First SOA methods will clearly plug in to existing processes 
and be complementary with existing methods, particularly at the design, test 
deploy level. Where SOA differs is in its inherent separation of concerns and 
the much broader life cycle applicability and the full life cycle traceability, with 
methodology implications right from architecture through to run time discovery 
and replacement.

In this month’s CBDI Journal we are commencing a process that will progressively 
document the CBDI thinking and guidance on SOA methodology. This is much 
more than simply repeating our previous research reports in this area; we 
are creating structures and developing specific technique guidance which is 
being incorporated into our workshop products. I am pleased to introduce 
a new associate to our team of analysts – John Dodd who brings extensive 
methodology development and teaching experience in both CBD and SOA and 
will be developing the whole area of service identification, specification and 
design.

We fully anticipate that SOA methodology is set to become highly fashionable, 
but we will be recommending that the transition is managed in an evolutionary 
manner. We really don’t need any pendulum swings any more.

David Sprott CBDI, March 2005
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Enterprise 
Framework for SOA

The enterprise architecture framework is widely used as 
a mechanism to manage the development and evolution 
of architectures. In this article we introduce a generic 
approach to integrating the SOA framework requirements 
with existing frameworks.

Introduction
Conventional enterprise architecture describes an information system 
in terms of structural properties of the system. The architecture 
identifies components, building blocks, standards, policies and 
products which form the basis for planning and guiding systems 
delivery.

Not surprisingly SOA introduces change to the structural properties. 
There are new and different building blocks, standards etc. These 
don’t necessarily replace the existing properties, mostly they 
complement and extend. However there are also areas where 
fundamental differences apply, for example in areas such as scoping 
and applicability, security models, reuse policies and so on, and we 
need a delta framework that combines the old and new in a cohesive 
whole.

In this article we will provide an introduction to the SOA Framework and 
point out areas where differences exist, and anticipate this will provide 
a useful guide for architects to update their existing framework.

The SOA Reference Model
We first introduced the concept of the SOA Reference Model in March 20041. 
The Reference Model shown in Figure 1 is a foundational component of the 
architectural framework that provides a constant frame of reference – providing 
definitions of relevant concepts, models, patterns and processes. In addition 
to concepts, process and patterns the reference model should map models/
deliverables onto commonly used architecture views such as business, 
application and technology.

While it might be a great way to spend a few months discussing and developing 
a custom model, the basic elements of the Reference Model will almost certainly 
be acquired from an external source such as CBDI. However the model will 
inevitably require basic customizing so that it is specific to the organization or 
entity.

By David Sprott and 
Lawrence Wilkes

1. The SOA Reference Model, John Cheesman and Georgios Ntinolazos
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-03/SOA_Reference_Model.php
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Concepts – Definitions and Ontology
It’s a good idea to have consensus on exactly what is a 
service. We won’t attempt to repeat the technical aspects 
of service definition here, but refer you to prior reports on 
the topic2. However it is equally important to have clarity 
on different types of service. In Figure 2 we suggest there 
are several quite discrete classes of service that will have 
varying characteristics requiring standardization. We first 
introduced this concept in May 20033 with examples of 
business service ontology. In Figure 2 we generalize and 
extend this to cover infrastructure services.

In the architecture framework the classes of service 
establish layers that have the effect of increasing reusability 
and shareability as you go down the layers. They may, but 
not always encapsulate the lower layers and contain change 
within a layer.

Some enterprise may choose to omit some layers. Some 
may choose to subdivide our suggested layers into further 
layers. The layers we suggest are starting point for the 
Architects/Planners. However we do caution against 

getting carried away with the concept and introducing more 
compulsory layers – in general, the fewer operations called 
to satisfy some business need, the better the response 
time. So fewer layers are better.

Concepts – Meta data
We discussed that SOA is essentially an overlay to existing 
architecture frameworks, and the reader who concludes 
this means extra complexity will not be wrong. The major 
platform providers such as IBM and Microsoft, as well as 
the myriad smaller service oriented vendors are making 
serious efforts to increase the levels of automation in the 
development and runtime tools and platforms. One of 
the prime areas of investment is the imminent delivery of 
comprehensive meta models and metadata supporting 
the entire life cycle. For example SDM from Microsoft and 
EMF from IBM/Eclipse. This very significant change in the 
platform capability will allow common views right across the 
life cycle eventually enabling much tighter collaboration (not 
necessarily integration) between conventional phases such 
as development and deployment.

2. Understanding SOA. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-09/soa.php3
3. Service Oriented Architecture – The Federation. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-05/federation.php3
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Figure 1: The Reference Model
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But equally it will facilitate a life cycle view of service (and 
other asset types of course) that is intended to allow direct 
traceability between the business perspective and the 
deployed physical assets. In Figure 3 we illustrate how 
the business view – the service, can now be directly linked 
to each layer of the architecture – business, application 
and technology, and artifacts that are conventionally held 
in separate repositories for these very separate three 
functional domains can now be seen as a single set of 
relationships. It would seem to make sense to arrange at 
least one view of the architectural framework such that for 
a given service type, the related architectural decisions can 
be easily managed.

Concepts – Service Domains
In the early stages of SOA rollout services will be focused 
primarily on implementing a better form of application 
integration. But the objective of the SOA in the medium, 
longer term is to introduce service based interfaces 
throughout all architecture layers, such that all significant 
operations, technical and business are offered and 
consumed using service interfaces. This includes not 
just lose coupled interfaces, but also what today would 
generally be implemented as tight coupled interfaces.

This will require layer specific service definitions including 
models, standards compliance and profiles. In Figure 4 we 
suggest a simple approach using service domains, where 
domain specific definitions are developed as required.

Figure 2: Service Ontology
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Figure 3: Service Meta Model
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This approach can be usefully extended for domain 
instances, for example to support:

• A business entity’s involvement in 
several federated ecosystems, where 
use of specific profiles and industry 
standards and conventions may be 
required. 

• Varying conventions for standard 
and profile implementations, for 
example varying divisional policies 
relating to security/trust standards

• Platform specific behaviors for tightly 
coupled component services

Reference Model Views
If you model your framework on widely used 
models such as Zachman4 or TOGAF5, or 
you rolled your own, you will be familiar with 
the idea of layered architecture. Typically this 
is going to include Business, Application, 
Technology, or better still Conceptual, Logical 
and Physical. One of the aspects of Zachman 
that we like a lot is the Scope or Contextual 
View and in the SOA this becomes absolutely 
crucial.

As has been well rehearsed at this stage, the SOA is all 
about trusted, contract based units of capability that can be 
used in many different contexts, hence delivering genuine 
adaptability at business and technology levels. The prime 
issue for the enterprise architect therefore is to provide 
some guidance for how these units of capability might be 
used, and to establish a system for making architectural 
and policy decisions that make this possible without 
having to redevelop the individual service capabilities or 
infrastructure every time.

In Figure 5 we make a rather simple, but incredibly important 
suggestion that what’s needed is three dimensional matrix 
that allows the detailing of the conventional architecture 
layers to be extended to cover potentially many situations. 
We envisage a straightforward system of policy and decision 
inheritance which allows the architect to tick applicability 
to appropriate service domains, say on a spreadsheet, or 
better still in the metadata driven repository.

In the diagram we show generic domains, but in an 
enterprise architecture these domains will be specific 
instances of geographies, product groups, supply chains, 
divisions, enterprise applications and technical platforms.

4. Zachman Institute for Framework Advancement (ZIFA). http://www.zifa.com/
5. Open Group Architecture Framework – TOGAF 8: Enterprise Edition. http://www.opengroup.org/architecture/togaf/
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Figure 4: Service Domains
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Business Architecture
CBDI has developed the concept of the Business Service 
Bus as a logical architecture for business and technical 
services. The principle of the bus is that policies are 
established for sets of services that guide the management 
(investment, collaborations, use and reuse) and the design 
(semantics, schemas, rules, generalized behaviors) that 
ensure overall business objectives are not sub-optimized 
by project constrained objectives.

The decoration of the bus with policy decision attributes is 
a primary SOA deliverable at the conceptual level, and in 
Figure 6 we show how the architecture coordination is used 
to document policy/governance decisions.

Application Architecture
We have already commented that in the short term services 
will be adopted primarily as a better form of application 
integration. Consequently the requirement for architectural 
change is low. But in the CBDI Maturity Model and 
Roadmap6 we show how a reengineering phase inevitably 
follows the integration phase.

The characteristics of the reengineering phase are that 
services move from becoming attributes of existing 

structures to first class constructs, with many potential 
impacts upon application/logical architecture, which will 
include:

• The formal identification of a service operational 
layer that exposes all significant functional 
capabilities regardless of whether tight or loose 
coupled.

• A strong motivation to create component 
architectures that mirror the service architecture, 
and cluster assets and resources in integrity 
units that have greater internal cohesion and 
independence.

Technology
Ultimately the Business Services and other elements of the 
SOA will be deployed to the same technology infrastructure 
as any other existing applications. As explained in our 
earlier report on Enterprise Service Bus7, we believe it is 
also important to think about the technology layer itself 
as a set of Infrastructure Services, as illustrated in Figure 
7. Moving forward, as the platforms and middleware 
themselves become more service-based this is not just a 
logical concept but a run-time implementation too.

6. CBDI Roadmap Maturity Model. http://roadmap.cbdiforum.com/reports/maturity/
7. CBDI Report: Time to Board the Enterprise Service Bus. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-07/Enterprise_Service_Bus.php
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Figure 7: Enterprise Service Bus
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Zachman-style Framework for SOA
Table 1 shows a Zachman-style Framework for SOA. In this 
we have focused on the primary extensions to enterprise 
architecture that will be necessary or useful when delivering 
an SOA.

The What column is separated into Service and Data. The 
key delta is the focus on identifying Services at each layer, 
whilst the emphasis in data is now on the documents, 
messages and their schema rather than entities and 
tables.

The How column is divided into Process, Components 
and Policies. The process column looks at Service from a 
process perspective; for example how a business process 
transforms a set of input to output services (a Service 
Transformation Model). The Component Architecture 
identifies the key business and software components, 
and maps the Services they provide and consume. Finally 
we believe it is important to separate the policies that 
govern process execution and the use of Services so that 
organizations are encouraged to manage these externally 
to any application.

As mentioned earlier Scope is based on a domain 
perspective as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

In Table 1 we have also populated each cell in the matrix 
with a few examples of the key elements you might 
expect to find in an SOA which is also illustrated for the 
Application/Logical layer in Figure 8 which shows how we 
might also build relationships between elements in the 
Service, Component, and Technology Architectures.

Conclusions
Existing architecture frameworks will need to evolve rapidly 
to support service oriented concepts and views. While the 
service concept has been used loosely in many technology 
architectures such as CORBA, DCE etc for some years, the 
approach to date has been technology driven. The primary 
change that frameworks have to make is to bring the service 
construct into all three layers, conceptual, logical and 
physical in a coordinated manner.

We will be following up this introductory article on the SOA 
framework with in-depth treatment of the models and other 
deliverables.

Principles of Service Orientation
“It all boils down to the definition of the “Architecture” 
– which I firmly believe is a set of principles – full stop. 
Principles are a normative restriction of design freedom. 
This means that architecture should not considered to be 
a design (or even a engineering) discipline. In other words: 
architecture is a prescriptive approach. SOA (by virtue of 
the A) is a set of principles. SOA principles are surprisingly 
simple and well understood.” Rob Mocking, KLM

We expect that if asked, many organizations will say they 
have adopted SOA, or are simply “doing services” because 
they are using Web Service Protocols. Web Services 
bring many advantages but protocols on their own are not 
sufficient to support the full extent of business and IT agility 
requirements. It requires that a set of design and process 
principles are followed throughout the development life 
cycle in order that the promise of service orientation is 
fulfilled which we set out in this report. Lawrence Wilkes, 
CBDI

See the CBDI Report Principles of Service Orientation, 
March 2004

http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-03/
Principles_of_Service_Orientation.php
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What How

Service Data Process Components Policies

Scope
(contextual)

Set of Services of 
interest to the domain

List of things of interest 
to the domain

List of processes 
performed in the 
domain

List of things of interest 
to the domain 

List of policies that 
govern the domain

Business
(conceptual)

Business Service 
Architecture

Service Information 
Model

Semantic Model

Service Dependency 
Model

Service Transformation 
Model

Business Component 
Model

Service Policy Model

Examples of key 
elements

Business Products

Business Services

Service=service offered 
by the business

Documents

Messages

Ontology

Business Process

Workflow

Business Component Business Governance

Regulatory

Contracts

Application
(logical)

Logical Service 
Architecture

System Dynamics 
Model

Service Information 
Model

Schema

Meta model

Composite Application 
Architecture

Service Component 
Architecture

Business Service Bus

Service Policy Model

Examples of key 
elements

Business Service

Utility Service

Software Service

Service=service offered 
by a Service automation 
unit

Message

Schema

Application

Orchestration

Service Behavior

Service Automation Unit

Process Automation Unit

Business Service Bus

Security

QoS/SLA

Usage

Contracts

Compliance services 
specification

Technology 
(physical

Service profiles

Service application 
architecture

Data distribution Process integration 
architecture

Component Deployment 
Architecture

Versioning 

Certification

Examples of key 
elements

Run-Time Service

Service=API or Agent 
– e.g. Web Services

Message

Databas

Orchestration Engine

ESB Middleware

Executable Compliance service 
implementation

Business activity 
monitors

Enterprise Service Bus

Infrastructure Service 
Bus

Table 1: Reference Views using Zachman Framework Concepts
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Where Who When Why

Network Participants Events Motivation

List of locations within the domain List of participants within the domain  List of events significant to the 
domain

List of Goals and Objectives for the 
domain

Service Context Model Service Ownership Information Currency
Model

Business rules and alerts

Business Plan

SOA Roadmap

Location

Business Intermediary

Business Directory

Partners

Customers

Internal Organizational Units

Government and regulatory bodies

Business events

Business Calendar

Business Transaction

Service and Component Based 
Business

Business Agility

Business virtualization

Service deployment model Federated Identity Model Information Currency Model 

Rules and alerts

SOA Roadmap

Endpoints

Message

Service Intermediary

Service Directory

Message behavior

Queuing topology

Providers

Consumers

Endpoints

Service Requests System Agility

Service and Component Reuse and 
Replacement

Service and software Provisioning

Mapping to Technology Architecture 
and Datacenter diagrams

Service Security Model

Endpoints connection
Router/Broker Directory
Transport Deployment environment

Server

Clients

Service Requests Deployment Agility

Resource Virtualization and 
Provisioning

Table 1: Reference Views using Zachman Framework Concepts
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Service-Based Business
Business Modeling for SOA

In this piece, we lay out the CBDI business modeling method for SOA.

Introduction
Over the past two years, CBDI has published a great deal about modeling 
for SOA, including concepts, techniques and several industry examples. In 
this article we outline our own methodological framework covering business 
modeling and system requirements.

Background Requirements and 
Issues

Outline of CBDI 
modeling approach

Evaluation

Key characteristics 
of SOA

Business 
opportunities of SOA

Focus of Attention 
for SOA

Nature of SOA 
Judgements 

Tasks

Techniques

Criteria for any SOA 
modeling method

How CBDI approach 
meets these criteria

Background and Design Drivers
Context
What is the starting point for an SOA modeling exercise? Traditionally, we have 
often understood the purpose of modeling in terms of the design of a specific 
or generical solution to some business problem or opportunity. But with the 
service-based business, we may have to start further back – modeling the 
business ecosystem in order to identify problems and opportunities in the first 
place.

In the service economy, the business focus is to provide value-adding services 
to its customers. What you as a business have to decide is: what is a reasonable 
and economically viable set of services to offer. And then you build a platform of 
services. This is not a complete solution to one problem – it is a partial solution 
to many different problems, in many different contexts. That’s how you get reuse, 
economics of scale and scope, and ultimately business viability.

So we have three types of requirements engineering, as shown in Table 1.

Solution-Driven 
(Specific)

Solution-Driven 
(General)

Evolution-Driven

Identify Business 
Problem

Identify “Users”

Negotiate Requirements

Define Solution

Identify Domain

Identify Domain Experts

Define Requirements

Design Solution Kit

Identify Ecosystem

Identify Services

Procure and Release 
Devices

Table 1: Three Types of Requirements Engineering

By Richard Veryard
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Adaptability
One of the perceived benefits of SOA is business agility and 
system adaptability. How do we produce a service-oriented 
business that is sufficiently adaptable?

There is a lot of vague and woolly talk about business 
agility – especially from the software world, where a wide 
variety of software products, platforms and paradigms 
are optimistically supposed to have some magical effect 
on flexibility. But try selling flexibility to the CFO of a large 
company. (“Excuse me sir, would you like to buy some 
flexibility? It will only cost you ten million dollars.” “Exactly 
how much flexibility do I get for ten million dollars?” “Ooo, 
loads and loads, honest. Look, here’s a graph we’ve just 
made up. And a 2  2 matrix.”)

We have remarked many times1 that whilst adaptability (or 
agility) is easy to see with 20:20 hindsight, it’s actually very 
difficult to predict where or how adaptability will be required. 
SOA is inherently focused on creating more adaptability in 
the business. The SOA approach is founded generally on 
separation of concerns and specifically by contractual 
and trust boundaries. The creation of greater modularity, 
together with formal interfaces allows specialization and 
segregation, which reduces the impact of change.

Left to their own devices developers will use SOA techniques 
and probably deliver somewhat more adaptable architectures 
because the systems structure will be more modular. Some 
readers may recall a demonstration by the conductor 
Andre Previn that while an orchestra can continue without 
a conductor, the eventual outcome will be sub-optimal 
because there is no coordination of timing or interpretation. 
In the same way we require interpretation of business 
requirements in terms that translate the needs for services 
as business constructs that enable support for particular 
business arrangements and levels of adaptability.

Among other things, business agility means keeping your 
options open.

• Options are worth more when conditions are 
uncertain.

• In financial circles, the value of options is 
calculated using the Brook-Scholes formula. 
Stock options increase in value with the volatility 
of the underlying stock. This encourages risk-
taking by executives.

• Real-Option theory applies the same financial 
logic to management options. See book Real 
Options by Amram and Kulatilaka.

In the “plug-and-play” service economy, the business may 
gain option-value in several ways:

• the ability to replace specific services and or 
partners

• the ability to flex the boundary – moving specific 
services inwards or outwards across the 
organization boundary

• the ability to access heterogeneous domains

• the ability to change the configuration (geometry)

To go beyond bland optimism, we need to think rigorously 
about the business value of openness and extensibility, and 
how this value can be achieved by suitable configurations 
of organizational and technical systems – including SOA. 
Our SOA business models must focus attention on these 
aspects of adaptability.

Complexity
From one point of view SOA reduces complexity, 
by simplifying the connections between people and 
organizations and their software artifacts. But our 
experience of SOA often contradicts this. Why?

One reason is that people and organizations have a natural 
tendency to operate at (or beyond) the limits of managing 
complexity. They continually take on more complex 
challenges. An innovation that helps to reduce complexity 
in one area simply encourages greater complexity in other 
areas.

There is perhaps another reason underneath the first 
one. There are some fundamental complexities and 
contradictions in the service economy, to which we are 
only now able to respond adequately. Previous waves 
of system automation have made some simplifying 
assumptions about system requirements. But for various 
reasons these assumptions are linked to poor services, 
and poor experience of services2. SOA presents us with 
an alternative, which provides access to a new range of 
business benefits and customer benefits.

To the extent that we wish to follow this route, there 
are implications for various aspects of SOA. Reducing 
complexity of SOA structures will require increased layering 
of relationships; we shall refer to this as stratified geometry. 
Governance decisions will need to reflect the increased 
separation of concerns and specialization that is inherent 
in SOA and will naturally increase the number of business 
models that we need to develop. In other words, more work, 

1. CBDI Report – Business Adaptability and Adaptation in SOA. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-02/business_adaptability.php
2. The Support Economy, by Shoshana Zuboff and James Maxmin. CBDI Book Review: http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-07/Support_

Economy.php
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more complexity. Whether this is justified is a strategic 
matter for the business – and this strategic decision will 
be guided in part by the initial ecosystem modeling and an 
assessment of the business objectives and strategy.

Key Requirements and Issues

Service Identification
The first question for many SOA methods is the identification 
of services. There are three basic approaches, and a 
combined approach, as shown in Table 2.

Service Integrity
A service should represent a meaningful “whole” on the 
consumer side. As we have noted before, the consumer’s 
view of what counts as a “whole” service is more important 
here than the producer’s view. For example, an eGovernment 
service should a represent a meaningful “whole” from the 
citizen perspective, not from the Civil Service perspective.

In many cases, this means we need to produce two 
independent sets of models – depicting the demand side 
separately from the supply side.

Service Interfaces
Services are defined through their interfaces. This leads to a 
form of Design by Contract (DbC) or Contract-First Design. 
However, there are severe limitations to the way these terms 
are commonly used – thus the contract is often thought to 
be something that can be expressed in WSDL. At CBDI, 
we recommend a more generalized notion of contract that 
includes not just syntax and semantics (with behavioral 
semantics defined using preconditions and postconditions 
as in DbC) but also quality of service (QoS) and commercial 
specifications.

Service Composition
Services are composed to produce services, in a recursive 
hierarchy that may span multiple organizations (the service 
supply chain).

Furthermore, each customer, operating within a unique 
context, will compose your services together with other 
services. Although the customer domains may have some 
common characteristics, they typically present some unique 
characteristics as well. This will affect the semantics of the 
domain, as well as the experienced behavior of a given 
composition of services.

Cohesion and Coupling
One of the key principles of SOA is loose coupling. 
This means open (typically asynchronous) connections 
between organizations, components and services, as well 
as interoperability between human activity and software 
services.

Coupling is a form of dependency. There are many different 
types of coupling relevant to SOA, as shown in our earlier 
analysis – The Many Aspects of Coupling and Dependency3. 
However, indiscriminate decoupling can produce grossly 
inefficient solutions. This is a crucial area of technological 
debate between the SOA purists and the SOA pragmatists 
– but it applies also not only to technological coupling but 
also to organizational and contractual coupling.

Within service-based organizations, indiscriminate 
decoupling leads to excessive fragmentation. The goal is to 
achieve the right balance/combination of tight coupling and 
loose coupling in business organizations and processes.

Generalization and Specialization
One of the key aspects of designing for adaptability is an 
identification of common demands. For example

3. CBDI Forum Report: Component-Based Service Engineering. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2003-11/comp_based_srv_eng.php3

Perspective / Model Scope Hides Defines

Process / Collaboration Each service handles a single 
process step or event

Service hides operational 
complexity

Define services using process 
and interaction diagrams.

Data / Document Each service handles a simple 
set of data elements

Service hides data complexity Define services using class 
diagram or data model

Rule / Policy Each rule is encapsulated in a 
separate service

Service hides business logic Define services using rule 
diagram

Combined Each service handles a coherent 
whole, defined in terms of 
process and data and logic.

Service hides some form of sub-
domain

Define services using a 
combination of diagrams

Table 2: Different Styles of Service Identification
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• New Geographic/Organization Structure

• New Products/Channels

• New Regulations/Codes of Practice

• New Customer Segmentation/ Differentiation

• New Business Processes

• Business Process Outsourcing

The aim is to produce an architecture and high-level design 
that contains any such change within one layer. We need to 
understand the prevailing adaptability demand patterns to 
make sure the business priorities are addressed.

For example, in insurance, a typical demand might be 
to introduce a new class of insurance – let’s say we are 
starting to offer travel insurance. The new class of insurance 
would inherit some generic insurance requirements. 
Generalization calls for careful analysis of an element, to 
separate the generic from the specific. This can be based 
on a technique involving the clustering of similars – possibly 
the repertory grid technique. We start with some element 
of the design (proto-component) that possesses some 
specificity, e.g.

• Asset specificity

• Product/channel specificity

• Context specificity

• Platform specificity

We then decompose this element to separate out the 
general from the specific.

• Data Decoupling

• Process/Workflow Decoupling

• Rule/Policy Decoupling

Articulation Points
The business and its systems cannot practically be infinitely 
adaptable. Instead we need to identify areas which have 
been designed to accommodate some degree of change. 
We refer to these as articulation points – that provide choice 
and points of possible re-articulation. Adaptability needs to 
comprehend not just new instances, but new types. Design 
for adaptability should be supported by a specific review 
of the coupling involved either in a legacy portfolio, or in a 
proposed solution. This can then be evaluated against the 
requirements for adaptability that have been specified.4

It is important to understand how these points support 
the requirements for articulation in a reasonable way. 
Sometimes it will be appropriate to design a system that 
can rearticulate dynamically, in real time. But sometimes a 
solution that involves some degree of manual intervention 
will be perfectly acceptable – and perhaps safer. After all, 
if you are going to implement an automatic reconfiguration 
facility, you also need to test it thoroughly – and that’s not 
an easy task.

Automatic re-articulation may not be real-time either. In 
some cases, an alteration needs to be applied synchronously 
across a distributed network. If this is to be automated, it 
typically needs orchestration of the change process.

How the articulation points are managed is a secondary 
issue. Once an articulation point is present in the 
architecture, it should be a fairly straightforward matter 
to increase or decrease the coupling/binding at that point. 
The strategic design issue is where the articulation points 
should go in the first place. To address this, we need to look 
at fundamental issues of flexibility and demand.

Socio-Technical
An abstract model of the service decomposition should allow 
us to consider the web services and human services side-
by-side. Obviously, the detailed design, implementation, 
testing and system management will follow different paths 
– but both paths should start from the same place. There 
are three reasons for this.

1. We can then check that the behavior of the whole 
sociotechnical system satisfies its requirements.

2. We should at any time be able to switch isolated 
services from human to automated, in order to 
improve the overall behavior of the system (e.g. 
security or performance), without affecting the 
remaining structure.

3. This also allows us to model manual execution 
and override for abnormal conditions or contexts, 
to support differentiated services or exception 
handling.

4. Articulation Points were explained in the CBDI Journal Feb 2004. See also Lawrence Wilkes and Richard Veryard article – Service-Oriented Architecture: 
Considerations for Agile Systems. Microsoft Architect Journal, April 2004 http://msdn.microsoft.com/architecture/journal/default.aspx?pull=/library/en-us/
dnmaj/html/aj2service.asp
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Techniques

Modeling Framework
In this article, we’ve really only talked about the top three 
layers of the CBDI modeling framework, shown in white in 
Table 4. 

Twin-Track Modeling
For most of us the point of departure in modeling is to 
determine the scope. Experienced modelers all understand 
that scope is determined by modeling, so the question here 
is what techniques, models and concepts do we need to 
use to determine scope.

CBDI has long advocated the notion of twin-track 
development – separating the consumption of a component 
or service from its supply. But what are the implications for 
business modeling? Does the supply-side model look 
the same as the demand-side model? What the degree 
of overlap (commonality) between the provider and 
consumer views? Can demand-side and supply-side can 
be expressed in the same Domain Specific Language?

In a lot of applications, the answer is apparently yes. A lot of 
SOA energy, especially in the financial sector, is devoted to 
straight-through processing (STP), which generally makes 
the following assumptions:

Task Structure

Task Description Techniques

Determine Business 
Strategy

Assess the business ecosystem.
Determine how the business wishes to relate to its customers, partners and competitors.
Determine the degree of asymmetry between the demand-side and the supply-side.

Ecosystem Modeling

Determine SOA 
Governance Strategy

Based on the business strategy, we can then determine various aspects of the SOA 
strategy.
• How many models are required to capture requirements properly
• How to plan, fund and manage a series of loosely coupled SOA initiatives

SOA Planning

Build Business Models Based on the SOA Governance Strategy, build a series of models.
• Demand-Side and Supply-Side models
• As-Is and To-Be models
• Information/Object models, Process models, and Rule models.

Twin-Track Modeling
Matrix Mapping

Produce Business 
Geometry

Based on the SOA Governance Strategy, perform a clustering of the business models to 
produce an effective and flexible stratification of the requirements.
Use this stratification to create / instantiate architectural descriptions and patterns 
appropriate for this business situation.
Define As-Is and To-Be architectures.

Matrix Clustering
Complexity Landscape 
Analysis

Formulate Business 
DSLs

Create / customize business domain languages to support efficient and robust 
communication between strata.

Metamodeling

Define Business 
Change Projects

Based on the Business Models and any preferred architectural patterns, define a series 
of Business/System Change projects that progressively implement the To-Be models and 
architectures

SOA Planning

Evolve Service-Based 
Business

Implement Business Change Projects in a way that preserves structure and progressively 
creates a continuous web of services.

SOA Governance

Table 3: Task Structure
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• There is a collaboration between several service 
providers

• The purpose of the collaboration is to expedite 
some customer transaction (perhaps long-
running)

• Straight-through processing is implemented by 
passing some input services onto your customers, 
with zero intermediation.

• The service providers have a common view of this 
transaction

• The customer transaction belongs within some 
domain, in which all the service providers 
participate. Thus the input and output services are 
in the same domain.

Here are some examples:

• Insurance. You buy insurance through a broker. 
You may pay either the broker or the insurer. 
(If you pay the insurer direct, then there is 
presumably some commission paid back to the 
broker.) You may claim through a service that is 
actually provided by a separate claims process, 
under the insurers’ brand.

• Travel. You buy through a travel agent. The 
services are delivered by the airline and hotel. 
(You are given a reference number to pick up your 
tickets and check into the hotel.)

• Logistics. You buy something on eBay, pay via 
PayPal, and the item is delivered by courier. (You 
are given a reference number so that you can 
liaise directly with the courier company.)

These supply chains are more or less transparent, until 
something goes wrong. If there are problems with the 
service, you may start by complaining direct to the ultimate 
service provider, but if you cannot sort things out you 
have to go back to the person/organization you have the 
contractual relationship with. There is a contractual chain 
which may not coincide with the operational information 
supply chain. However, there has to be a management 
control chain (higher level information supply) that supports 
the contractual chain.

In some of these sectors there is a serious risk of 
disintermediation. For example, many people have stopped 
using travel agents, and book their airline tickets directly 
with the airline over the internet. This is possible because 
the airline domain is just as accessible to the traveling 
public as to travel agents – in some cases more so.

Modeling and Process

Level Models

Market / Ecosystem Domain Semantics Demand Model

Customer (Demand)
Customer Knowledge 

Model
Customer Solution Model

Customer Experience 
Model

Business (Supply) Business Information 
Model

Business Rule Model Business Process Model

Business Asset Model Business Service Model

Information 
Computation 

Information Object Model System Policy Model System Service Model Collaboration Model

Service Context Model Service Policy Model Federation Model

Engineering Technology 
Operational Simulation Model
Customer Simulation Model

Model Notations Class Model Predicate Logic Use Case Model Interaction Model

Implementation 
Languages 

e.g. XML e.g. OCL e.g. WSDL e.g. BPEL

Table 4: Modeling Framework
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What about the next step? Can you disintermediate the 
airline by chartering your own plane? This is possible but 
it’s a lot more difficult for two reasons. Firstly because it 
takes you to a different level of granularity – you have to 
charter the whole plane, not just one seat. Secondly, the 
aircraft-chartering domain introduces (makes visible) a lot 
of new complications. It’s not just that you have to invoke a 
whole new set of services, but these services introduce a 
lot of new business terminology, constructs and constraints 
– in other words, if you want to charter a plane, you have to 
learn a different Domain Specific Language.

Twin-Track Information Modeling
In many (perhaps most) business sectors, the information 
supply chain involves considerable processing 
(transformation / translation), and 
the input information is different 
in structure and meaning to 
the output information. This 
means we need two information 
models – one for the demand 
side (customer view) and one 
for the supply side.

Let’s consider the 
pharmaceutical industry as a 
typical example of a complex 
supply chain. A drug company 
produces a drug, together with 
lots of information relating to the 
drug. There are several different 
categories of information user: 
the patient who takes the drug, 
the medical practitioner who 
prescribes and/or dispenses 
the drug, the health service or 
insurer that pays for the drug, 
and the regulator who monitors 
the safety of the drug.

On the output side, therefore, we have information about the 
drug as a product with known effects and side-effects. We 
also have information about drug trials; we can regard this as 
second-order information, because its purpose is largely to 
generate a level of confidence in the first-order information, 
and so to comply with regulatory requirements.

This information is produced from several sources, 
including the raw data from the trials. However, the raw data 
are certainly not passed straight-through to the consumer 
(or perhaps even to the regulator), but are subject to some 
fairly sophisticated information handling. This is for a variety 
of reasons, including the privacy of the trial subjects and the 
commercial interests of the drug company itself.

So in this case, there is structural symmetry in terms of the 
(regulatory) requirement to track input but also fundamental 
structural asymmetry between the input information and 
the output information relating to privacy and commercial 
confidentiality. In this and many cases the scope of models 
required will be determined by the contexts involved 
(patient, medical practitioner, insurer etc). We cannot simply 
do the modeling on one side, and derive the model on the 
other side; we have to do the modeling on both sides, and 
then work out how they can be composed together.

In some of our modeling workshops, we use a hospital 
example to explore structural asymmetry between the 
clinical view of the patient and the administrative view. One 
team produces a data model from a clinical perspective; 
one team produces a data model from an administrative 

perspective; the two teams then 
need to negotiate a way of 
sharing data without losing the 
essential content and meaning 
of their original models. In an 
open distributed SOA world, 
there is increasing call for 
peer-to-peer negotiation of 
data exchange and transfer, 
and we cannot always assume 
that such requirements can be 
satisfied by producing a single 
generalized model that covers 
everything.

Twin-Track Process Modeling
It may be tempting for a service 
organization to concentrate 
on modeling its own business 
process, and then specify a 
series of services (perhaps 
expressed as use cases) 

from this business process. 
This approach may well support 

further automation or integration of existing operational 
procedures. We can optimize the process from the supply-
side perspective, saving effort and intervention for the 
supplier’s employees.

But the problem with this approach is that it fails to value 
the time, effort and convenience of the consumer. Many 
service companies optimize their own processes, but at 
the expense of their customers’ patience. (If you’ve phoned 
a call centre or made an ecommerce transaction recently, 
you’ll know exactly what I mean.)

Even more important it does not address the potential for 
process automation. The SOA environment is primarily 
an enabler of system to system and process to process 
communications.

from this business process. 

There is a direct relationship between 
the business strategy and the 

systems architecture: the greater the 
degree of inconsistency between the 

supply-side and the demand-side 
in business model terms, the more 

systems layers you need to limit 
complexity. The job of the system 

architect is to produce an appropriate 
layering architecture that is sufficient 

to support the business strategy.
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So if we produce a complementary model of the process, 
from the customer perspective, the process requirements 
and involvement of the customer becomes visible. Now we 
can optimize the service for the supplier and consumer and 
the human that is the ultimate customer – for example the 
passenger in an airline booking service. Ideally, you want 
to find a way of designing a service that is simultaneously 
optimal for both the demand-side and the supply-side. As 
with the information modeling, we have to do the modeling 
on both sides, and then work out how they can be 
composed together. We may never get to a perfect solution, 
but we may be able to find ways of improving the process 
for both sides.5 This problem repeats at many levels: as we 
decompose the business process into subprocesses, it 
becomes a non-trivial task at each level to map the input 
services onto the output services. (See Figure 1).

Usually one of the design drivers on the input side is a 
concern for reuse and economies of scale. An input service 
may be a specialization of a more general service and 
instead of offering the same performance and quality of 
service for every different context of use, the service may 
be differentiated according to the type of consumer or some 
other contextual differentiators. When designing a given 
process, we need to be able to think about the relationship 
between the quality of service received (required?) from 
the input services and the quality of service that can be 
delivered (guaranteed?) in the output services.

Note also that there are other links between the input 
services and the output services, that mean that the service 
layers cannot be totally decoupled. One way of reducing 
this dependency is through standardization.

Experience shows that indiscriminate decoupling can 
produce grossly inefficient solutions. This is a crucial 
area of technological debate between the SOA purists 
and the SOA pragmatists – but it applies also not only 
to technological coupling but also to organizational and 
contractual coupling. So we shall need process models that 
show us the nature of the coordination required between 
the component services, so that we can identify the correct 
articulation points – the points in the network where 
decoupling makes sense. Coordination itself is governed by 
rule models, which express values and constraints, policies 
and preferences.

Stratification
The conventional architectural approach to delivering 
flexibility is through layering. This is widely used and proven 
in technology architectures where discrete layers contain 
complexity and limit the impact of change.

There is a direct relationship between the business 
strategy and the systems architecture: the greater the 
degree of inconsistency between the supply-side and 
the demand-side in business model terms, the more 
systems layers you need to limit complexity. The job 
of the system architect is to produce an appropriate 
layering architecture that is sufficient to support the 
business strategy.

But if we are going to do SOA properly, and if we are faced 
with significant levels of asymmetry and complexity, we 
need to perform simultaneous clustering on several matrixes 
at the same time, to produce a (variable) geometry solution. 
The variable geometry comes from the complexity of the 
mappings between adjacent layers. We can express these 
mappings as a series of matrixes. And then the fun starts!

Old methods such as Information Engineering used a 
clustering technique on a single matrix (typically a data-
process matrix) to define clusters with maximum cohesion 
and minimum coupling. This was based on the assumption 
of a stable and closed enterprise. This assumption is still 
widely held by many people in the business computing 
field.

Clustering
We need to establish the geometry of the business and its 
sociotechnical systems on the basis of what things need to 
be coordinated, and what things may have dependencies. 
In a clustering technique developed by Boxer Research Ltd, 
this is visualized as a complexity landscape, This can be 
used to find the articulation points, to determine appropriate 
service granularity and composition, and to provide 
guidance to the architect on questions of stratification.

�������
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Figure 1: Matching Input to Output

5. In April 2003, we provided a worked example of this for an airline, showing the different perspective of the passenger versus the airline itself.
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SOA Planning
Producing all these models, optimizing for the consumer as 
well as for the supplier – all this sounds like cost and effort. 
Why on earth should a business invest in making itself more 
complex?

Clearly, many businesses will choose not to make this 
investment. The choice is ultimately one of business 
strategy – how much do you really care as a business 
about how your service is experienced by your customers, 
and what effect would it have on your business if your 
competitors were able to offer a better experience?

As we have seen, some business situations may be 
relatively simple and can be satisfied with a homogeneous 
set of business models from a single perspective, possibly 
contained within a single domain and expressed in a standard 
Domain Specific Language. Other business situations are 
much more complex, calling for multiple heterogeneous 
views of the business and its opportunities.

One of the drivers here is the degree of competition and 
innovation in the industry. We may need to look at this 
question not only from an internal perspective but also from 
an external one. Companies in a particular sector may take 

the view that they are in intense competition with their rivals; 
however, their customers may take the view that there is not 
much to choose between the different companies and that 
there is no real competition.

In some industries, customer service is very poor, but there 
seems to be no real economic incentive for the large players 
to address this, at least in the short term. It may be simpler 
and cheaper to impose a given way of doing business onto 
your customers, especially if all your so-called competitors 
can be relied upon to do exactly the same, than to provide 
a genuinely on-demand service.

In order to produce an appropriate plan for SOA 
development and governance, we have to analyze the 
structural properties of the ecosystem – what is the degree 
of asymmetry between the demand-side and the supply-
side. We also have to analyze the power relations and 
competitive structure of the industry; this helps address the 
question whether we need to deal with this asymmetry today, 
or whether we can start with something symmetrical.

Evaluation

Focus Criterion for any SOA modeling method CBDI Method

Articulation Must support architects reasoning about tight coupling 
and loose coupling. Must make visible the implications 
for adaptability.
Must focus attention on the degree and type of coupling.

Produces a visualization of the complexity landscape, which 
makes the articulation points visible.
Articulation Points are described in CBDI Journal, Feb 2004.

Coupling Must handle all types of coupling. Coupling is described in CBDI Journal November 2003.

Collaborative 
Composition

In complex situations, design will be done jointly by 
supplier and consumer.

Federated Business Process Design is described in CBDI 
Journal January 2004.

Adaptability Must support design for adaptability. This includes 
both modeling the requirements for adaptability, and 
reasoning about the adaptability of a given solution.

Adaptability is achieved through stratification, as described in 
CBDI Journal February 2004.

Complexity Must support both simple B2B requirements and more 
complex business service networks.

Our approach mobilizes various models according to the 
complexity of the situation. Thus we can produce simple 
models for simple situations, as well as complex sets of models 
for complex situations.

Pragmatism Matches the complexity of an SOA project to the 
complexity of the situation.

We can support a simple introduction to SOA, as well as 
providing a systematic and coherent development roadmap for 
organizations wishing to explore greater SOA challenges.

Table 5: Evaluation
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Summary
As we have often said before, SOA is not just another 
technology paradigm, but opens up new ways of doing 
business – the service-based business.

This has implications for business strategy. The CBDI 
business modeling approach allows you to design systems 
and services that are aligned to how your service is 
integrated into your customers’ processes, and capable of 
responding to service innovations from your competitors.

It also means that SOA has considerable human interest. 
One of the opportunities of the service-based business 
is the vast potential for interoperability between human 
activity and software services. We can construct 
complex workflows across multiple organizations, we can 
connect knowledge workers and business intelligence 
tools across hyperspace, we can construct effective 
closed-loop management over extended business 
processes. In many instances, complex services are 
designed not to eliminate human intervention, but to 
make human intervention more productive, more reliable, 
more effective – and possibly even in ways that are less 
frustrating for a human worker.

In this article, we have outlined a pragmatic business 
modeling strategy for SOA. In the next article, we shall take 
a look at specific modeling techniques.
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By John Dodd

Practical Service 
Specification and Design
Part 1: Planning the Services

What needs to be done before we start describing, specifying and 
delivering services? Of course, the development environment and a 
production platform for services needs to be established, else we 
cannot get very far with the delivery. But that’s covered elsewhere 
by CBDI and is not the purpose of this report.

This report explains how to plan a portfolio of business services. 
This should be done before starting to acquire software services 
in any quantity. The Service Portfolio Plan will steer the enterprise 
towards a more flexible and cooperative software portfolio based on 
services, while at the same time addressing immediate needs of the 
current business improvement initiatives using services.

We propose the organization’s software services are organized 
into multiple “business service buses”. The Plan will identify the 
core services for each bus, and recommend the implementation 
mechanisms. The broad responsibilities of each service are 
defined. The Plan will also include the default quality-of-service 
requirements, which provides a reference point for the specific 
service quality requirements.

Introduction
This is the first article in a series of four that provide guidance on how to develop 
software services for long-term value while addressing the needs of current 
projects.

• Part 1 covers Service Planning – identifying the software services an 
enterprise should acquire in the long-term.

• Part 2 covers Service Refinement – in which specific requirements for 
services are derived from Software Solution projects.

• Part 3 addresses Service Specification – preparing a thorough 
definition of service function and quality, to be used by implementers, 
testers, consumers and operations.
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• Part 4 concerns Service Delivery – the activities 
required to take a service from specification to 
deployment.

These articles will:

• Describe a process for Service Design and 
Specification, with the emphasis on the tasks 
which are special to service orientation.

• Introduce important service-oriented techniques, 
and deliverables that are important to Service 
Specification and Design.

• Focus on projects and workflow, not technology. 
While it is assumed Web services technology 
and standards will be adopted, the process is not 
limited to Web services.

The process is intended to help organizations:

• Progressively acquire a comprehensive portfolio 
of software services that can improve systems 
flexibility, ultimately enhancing the enterprise’s 
ability to adapt to changing circumstances. At 
the same time, the process supports the more 

immediate needs of today’s Business Process 
Improvement initiatives.

The definition, development and deployment of the 
middleware needed to support service orientation 
– sometimes termed the Enterprise Service Bus – will be 
covered by a separate series of CBDI articles.

The Project Context
Service Specification and Design does not occur within 
a single project: it is distributed across several projects 
that run concurrently. We propose five kinds of project are 
involved, as shown in Figure 1. The principal work product 
flows between these projects are indicated by the arrows. 
There will be multiple instances of each project type, except 
for Service Portfolio Planning which is run as an ongoing, 
iterative project.

Each kind of project will be described by a workflow, which 
is presented as a series of tasks. In some projects the tasks 
are grouped into phases. The task granularity and depth of 
description varies within these articles, since our emphasis 
is on the actions that are special to the service-oriented 
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Figure 1: Projects contributing to Service Specification and Design
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approach, with many tasks simply explaining the project 
context.

We shall return to this figure in the fourth article. This first 
article will now focus on the workflow for a Service Portfolio 
Planning project.

There are many ways in which to approach service 
orientation, and to organize the effort. In these articles 
we aim to reduce the complexity of the subject, and the 
difficulty of getting started, by presenting a generic process 
to the reader, which their organization can examine, critique 
and vary to suit its particular circumstances.

Service Portfolio Planning Project – Workflow
We shall use the term Service Portfolio to denote the 
entire collection of software services that an enterprise’s 
software solutions use. It excludes, however, any technical 
services that are perceived to form a part of the Enterprise 
Service Bus (ESB)1. All the services of the Service Portfolio 
are business-oriented and are called directly or indirectly 
by the enterprise’s business systems. The services may 
execute in-house, or run on external platforms. The Service 
Portfolio Planning team is responsible for planning a Service 
Portfolio that serves the short-term and long-term needs of 
the enterprise.

We advocate that the Service Portfolio is built from a 
number of Business Service Buses. A Business Service Bus 
(BSB) is a collection of related services for a given business 
domain (such as Human Resources, Logistics, Customer 
Relations) that follows a certain set of conventions, 

standards and schema relevant to that domain2. Each Bus 
represents a considerable investment that will, when in 
place, support all the business processes of that domain, 
and act as an enabler of business change. Each Bus grows 
into a well-organized, cataloged collection of software 
services, running on a variety of platforms within multiple 
organizations, which can serve a diverse set of applications 
and users.

It is very unlikely an effective Bus can be acquired in a 
haphazard or unplanned way. It is too risky to leave to 
chance. That’s why we need to plan the set of BSBs 
carefully. Even the Planning is a considerable effort, so we 
advocate the Plan is prepared incrementally. The planners 
concentrate on designing the Buses or Bus fragments 
which are needed by the highest priority Business Process 
Improvement projects. At the same time, they must aim 
to ensure the services will be useful in other contexts, do 
not duplicate what exists already, provide comprehensive 
domain coverage and remain coherent. The detailed 
specification work will, however, be delegated to the 
Service Provisioning project.

This section now provides an overview of the Service 
Portfolio Planning project. Subsequent sections describe 
the individual tasks.

What triggers a Service Portfolio Planning project?
• A management decision to adopt the SOA 

approach, and to plan the Service Portfolio in 
advance of service-oriented Software Solutions.

1. CBDI Report – Time to Board the Enterprise Service Bus?. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-07/Enterprise_Service_Bus.php
2. CBDI Report – Composite Applications. http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2004-09/composite_apps.php
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Figure 2: A Business Service Bus
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What are the main inputs?
To begin:

• High-Level Business Model

• The Case For Action for the SOA Approach

And later:

• Business Domain Models, for the domains being 
worked on

• Technical Architecture and the ESB design.

What are the main outputs?
• A new release of the Service Portfolio Plan.

What needs to be done?
Figure 3 depicts the sequence of tasks. For simplicity, 
parallel working opportunities are not diagrammed.

How does the project proceed?
• The Service Portfolio Plan is developed in an 

incremental fashion: you work on the most urgent 
domain(s) first, focusing on fragments that current 
Software Solution projects need.

• The project is ongoing – it is unlikely to ever 
entirely finish, so no “activity final” icon is shown 
in Figure 3.

Who does it?
A small planning team should be established to prepare 
the Plan. This team is also responsible for checking other 
projects comply with the Plan. They check that each 
Service Specification complies, and Solution Delivery 
projects are expected to submit a Portfolio Plan Fragment, 
that documents which services the Solution will use. In both 
cases this is a two-way arrangement. The submissions may 
identify new requirements which get incorporated in the 
Portfolio Plan; the Planners may request changes are made 
for the benefit of future projects, or so pre-existing services 
get reused.

What triggers another Service Portfolio Planning increment?
• Issuing a new release of the Plan.

What are the additional inputs for the new increment?
• Previous Release of the Plan

• Business Models and service proposals (prepared 
by a Business Process Improvement project) as 
available
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• A Candidate Portfolio Plan Fragment (prepared 
by a Software Solution project) that needs to be 
approved by the planners.

Task Details
The Service Portfolio Plan is prepared in increments, since 
it is a large undertaking. Solution Delivery work cannot 
be unduly delayed while a Plan for the entire enterprise 
is prepared. Furthermore, the incremental approach will 
allow “lessons learned” to be incorporated in subsequent 
increments.

Task 1: Obtain & Study Required Inputs
The planning team members need to obtain the required 
inputs and familiarize themselves with the content:

1. The High-Level Business Model should cover the 
entire enterprise (or the chosen scope of service 
orientation) and include: a High-Level Process 
Model3; a High-Level Business Type Model4; a 
Business Type/Process Usage Matrix.

2. Business Goals and Priorities: a Prioritized List 
of Business Process Improvement Projects; 
and Goals, Critical Business Issues, Key 
Performance Indicators, Performance Targets 
– for the enterprise as a whole and/or individual 
departments, including IT.

3. Case For Action for SOA5.

The planners may need to initiate projects that prepare this 
information, or possibly prepare it themselves where these 
key inputs are unavailable.

Later in the planning process, they will need:

1. The technical architecture for the enterprise’s 
computing network.

2. The ESB design – its services, capabilities and 
structure.

3. A Business Domain Model for the domain being 
planned, consisting of a detailed Business Type 
Model and type usage information.

Task 2: Identify the Domains
A domain is a major logical partition of an enterprise 
consisting of a collection of related business processes 

and the business types with which they interact. It is 
independent from the prevailing organizational structure. It 
can also be called a business area.

A separate BSB will be planned and developed for each 
domain. Within a domain, services may interact and can 
share data stores (though the details depend on policy), and 
share a common vocabulary. This could be based on an 
industry standard where appropriate. Each domain needs 
its own business manager, to advise on and approve the 
BSB plan for their domain.

The business modeling practitioners may have already 
identified a set of domains. If not, the planners apply the 
domain identification technique to arrive at a working set of 
domains. Figure 4 provides a partially completed example 
of the work product.

Task 3: Define Service Portfolio Policies
The Service Portfolio Policies guide the planning work and 
provide greater transparency.

Ideally, all these policies get decided before any BSBs are 
designed. But it’s a considerable task, and it is reasonable 
to take two or three project iterations before stabilizing the 
policies. This way, the planners can incorporate experience 
gained from witnessing more of the service design life cycle, 
and can avoid unduly delaying current service-oriented 
projects. Though beware: procrastination could result in a 
growing gang of services that are “out of policy”!

We recommend Planning policies are defined for at least 
the following headings.

Tactics
There are a basic set of stratagems that need to be 
discussed and “called out” from the start, so the project 
intentions are made transparent. Some tactical choices 
are implicit in the process that this article describes. But 
organizations may wish to question them, and amend their 
tactics accordingly. Tactics that need deciding include:

• Whether to use third party services – or not; 
whether third party services can be information-
recording, or information-providing only.

• Whether to design each BSB in advance, or to 
evolve its design as fragments are implemented.

• Whether to design the Service Portfolio in a single 
iteration of the process.

3. Identifies the principal business processes (end-to-end value chains) of the enterprise and decomposes them into level-2 processes.
4. This is a model that summarizes the data that the business needs to keep track of. Business Types are also called Conceptual Classes or Entity Types or 

Entities.
5. This document should explain how the SOA approach will help the enterprise achieve its goals. The value of Service Orientation to each business goal 

should be convincingly explained.
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• Whether to make services highly generic so 
available for unknown contexts, or to design only 
to suit known potential consumers.

• Whether to permit service withdrawal, service 
interface change, service extension or no-
change-once-published.

• Whether to modify existing development methods 
for service orientation, or design/acquire new 
methods.

• Whether ESB Architecture precedes Portfolio 
Design, or Portfolio Design precedes the ESB 
Architecture, or the two activities proceed in 
concert.

• Clarifying current commitment to service 
orientation: board-level or division-level or IT-
department level; whether to seek to widen this 
commitment.

Sourcing Policy
Services can be acquired from a variety of sources, and 
can be realized through different kinds of automation unit. 
We propose the sourcing policy identifies your preferred 

sourcing mechanism(s), for different categories of service. 
For example, “commodity services” are preferably bought 
from other organizations, while “innovational services” are 
built in-house using encapsulated components.

Commercial Policies
Any policies regarding:

• Selling services to third parties

• Purchasing services from third parties

• The use of your services by partner organizations

• Using services supplied by partners.

Design/Architecting Policies
These are the guidelines the planners use when preparing 
the Views of the BSB. Guidelines can be prepared that 
define:

• Design Constraints

• Layers within the BSB – see Table 1

• Permitted Dependencies – see Table 1
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Figure 4: Domain Descriptions
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• Recommended Architecture and Design Patterns

• Identity, Deletion and Referential Integrity

• Regulatory Compliance Required – including the 
use of mandated third party compliance checking 
services.

We recommend that the services of a domain are organized 
into layers. A 5-layer architecture pattern, as shown in Table 
1, is suggested. (The uppermost Application Logic layer is 
left unshaded since it is not a software service layer, though 
it is a software layer.)

In some organizations, these layers will have been decided 
as a part of the ESB architecture. These articles will 
generally assume this 5-layer pattern is adopted, while 
anticipating organizations may wish to develop their own 
variants.

Standards
• List any industry standards which are to be used 

– technical standards or vertical industry models.

• List the work products involved in the service 

development lifecycle, and indicate the 
documentation standard to be used, or else 
record the requirements for a new standard that 
needs to be devised.

Certification Policies
These are policies regarding the approval of any newly 
available service or service enhancements. These policies 
then guide the development of service certification 
procedures.

Publishing Policies and Asset Management
Analysts and developers will need to know which services 
are now available, where to find them, what they do, what 
they cost to use, and so on. Record any policies that 
should apply to the publication of deployed services. The 
policy may require the use of standard asset classifications 
and UDDI for example. Publishing procedures then need 
designing, which conform to the requested policies. This 
activity will be highly significant for enterprises that offer 
services to external organizations, especially where they 
charge for service usage.

Layer Main Role Operations More rules Dependencies 
allowed

Data Storage

Application Logic: UI, channel and 
dialog-specific 
processing

Non-existent (This 
layer does not contain 
services)

Supplies user 
interface, validation, 
user messages, 
session management

May call Process, 
Core Business & 
Utility services 
directly

Not normally, except 
for temporary session 
data

Process Services: Orchestrate other 
services;
apply process- 
specific rules

UI-independent, 
but designed for a 
specific business 
process

May be called by apps 
that support other 
business processes

May call Core 
Business & Utility 
services directly

Only where not stored 
by Core Business 
Services

Core Business 
Services:

Apply the enterprise’s 
business rules

UI- and business 
process- independen
t, so can be used in 
various contexts

Cyclic dependencies 
not permitted, except 
for call-back . May 
not call Process 
Services

May call other Core 
Business, Underlying 
and Utility Services 
directly

Normal expectation: 
maintains principal 
data stores, unless 
this delegated to 
Underlying Services

Underlying 
Services:

Apply the business 
rules, but not exposed 
as well-formed 
service

Highly generic or 
implementation-
based, so its interface 
not ideal for exposing 
to consumers

May not call Core 
Business or Process 
Services

May call Utility 
Services, but normally 
would not

Usually maintain 
significant data 
stores.

Utility Services: Shared by Core 
Business Services

UI, business process 
and often domain 
independent

Cyclic dependencies 
not normally 
permitted.

May call other Utility 
Services directly

Often needed, 
especially tables and 
logs and shared data 
stores

Table 1: Suggested Software Service Layers
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Change Control Policies
Record any rules and guidelines which apply to services that 
have gone into production, and then need to be modified. 
These rules and guidelines then need to be incorporated 
in the organization’s change control procedures (for 
services).

Operation Policies
Set out any requirements that apply to production services 
in general. For example: monitoring, immediate bug fixing, 
backing up, stopping/starting services.

Approval Policy
Explain the procedure that will be used to approve a new 
release of the Service Portfolio Plan.

Task 4: Define Default Quality Requirements
It is useful to define a default set of service quality 
requirements. These can be overridden for individual 
domains, services or operations where required, but the 
default set always provides a standard starting point. These 
are often established as a part of the ESB Architecture.

We suggest the quality-of-service requirements are 
collected under these headings:

• Security
• Performance
• Reliability.

The defaults should define minimum acceptable standards 
for response time, availability, message integrity, etc. These 
can be tightened up for specific domains, services or 
operations, as required.

Some organizations will wish to extend this list, and 
perhaps include other kinds of nonfunctional requirement 
category, such as Maintenance, Delivery, Platform and 
Documentation requirements.

The planners may wish to delay this task until the 
organization has gained experience at Service Provisioning. 
But as with the previous task, it is suggested the planners 
document tentative proposals on the first iteration, and then 
refine them based on discussion and experience over a few 
iterations.

Task 5: Decide Scope of Next Plan Increment
Ideally, the scope of the increment is a single domain 
– a domain that includes the scope of several upcoming 
Software Solution projects. After deciding the scope, the 
planners create further Plan content as they carry out the 
tasks described below. Figure 5 presents an outline for the 
Service Portfolio Plan content.

In practice, it may be necessary to work on two or three 
domains concurrently, and perhaps focus on a priority 
fragment of that domain, so as to prevent delaying the 
progress of Solutions.
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Figure 5: Service Portfolio Plan Outline
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The planners will need Business Domain models for the 
in-scope domains, to perform their role effectively. Where 
these are non-existent, the Business Process Improvement 
projects should be able to supply partial domain models, 
covering the scope of their own improvement work, which 
the planners should aim to extend from other sources, so 
they get a wider definition of the domain.

Task 6: Identify Services, 
Automation Units and 
Dependencies for a Domain
This is the pivotal task of Service 
Portfolio Planning, in which a BSB for 
a domain is architected. This task is 
repeated for each domain within the 
current increment-scope.

The BSB’s architecture will be 
expressed using three increasingly 
concrete views:

• Service View

• Implementation View

• Deployment View.

The Service View only includes services 
and their interdependencies. This view 
is appropriate for service consumers. 

Figure 6 provides an example of 
this view.

The Implementation View 
includes automation units6, as 
well as services. This view will 
interest service provisioners and 
implementers (see Figure 7).

The Deployment View allocates the 
automation units to the technical 
infrastructure (this is prepared later, 
in task 9). This is the view of the 
BSB needed by operations staff.

The planners should initially aim 
to identify a durable collection of 
services that support the processing 
and data storage requirements of 
the domain. They use a technique 
that derives a durable service set 
from the domain’s Business Type 
Model. The Service View is typically 

organized into layers, as defined by the Design Policy: the 
BSB forms the third layer of the 5-layer pattern shown in 
Table 1, and consists of what we may call the core business 
services. Services for other layers may be added to the Plan 
at the same time, especially well-understood utilities; but 
many will not emerge until service sourcing is decided or 
the core business service operations are analyzed.

6. An automation unit is collection of software that is usefully included in the Implementation View as a single entity. It is useful because it implements 
a service, or perhaps several services. Or it may be a collection of software that uses a particular service. Automation Units are typically software 
components, quasi-components, legacy systems, façades/wrappers/adapters, or the front-ends of applications.
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Figure 6: Example of a Service View for a Domain
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Figure 7: Example of the Implementation View
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In the Plan, the services are assigned responsibilities. 
Operations need not be added until the requirement arises 
with Solution Delivery projects.

Task 7: Prepare Service Descriptions
A service description comprised of basic service properties 
is prepared for each proposed service. This description is 
much lighter than a full service specification, which is 
prepared by a Service Provisioning project.

Task 8: Prepare Automation Unit Descriptions
A description is prepared for each automation unit identified 
within the Implementation View. This description is lighter 
than a full automation unit specification, which will be 
prepared by a Service Provisioning project.

Task 9: Define Deployment View
This task requires:

• The technical architecture for the enterprise’s 
computing network.

• The ESB design – its services, capabilities, 
limitations and restrictions. The policy tactics 
should have clarified the relationship between 
Service Portfolio requirements and ESB 
capabilities.

The Automation Units 
are allocated to nodes of 
the computing network, 
and to specific execution 
environments hosted by 
these nodes. Figure 8 
provides an example.

Task 10: Prepare 
Development 
Schedule
This is a schedule 
covering:

• Further Portfolio 
Planning, culminating 
in another issue of the 
Portfolio Plan

• Delivery dates 
for each Business Service 
Bus.

Task 11: Gather into the Next Release of 
Portfolio Plan
The various work products of this project increment are 
assembled into the next issue of the Service Portfolio Plan. 
This is preferably made available as an online document, or 
set of web pages.

The Plan should be formally approved by the principal SOA 
sponsor, and the relevant domain manager, as per the Plan 
Approval Policy.

Task 12: Publicize the Service Portfolio Plan
The plan is distributed to those that need to use it.

• Educate Plan users on its content.

• Evangelize the service-centric approach to 
software solutions, explaining the overall vision, 
what has been achieved so far, and what is 
planned.

What’s Next?
The next article will introduce the tasks of Service 
Refinement. Specific service requirements are derived from 
Software Solution projects, these being driven by the need 
to improve business processes.

Acknowledgements: This article includes ideas contributed 
by Paul Allen of Computer Associates.
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Figure 8: Example of the Deployment View
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